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Let M be the flat Minkowski space. The solutions of the ware equation, the 
Dirac equations, the Maxwell equations, or more generally the mass 0, spin s 
equations are invariant under a multiplier representation U, of the conformal 
group. We provide the space of distributions solutions of the mass 0, spin s 
equations with a Hilbert space structure H,5 , such that the representation U,$ 
will act unitarily on H, . We prove that the mass 0 equations give intertwining 
operators between representations of principal series. T$Te relate these represen- 
tations to the Segal-Shale-Weil (or “ladder”) representation of U(2, 2). 

In recent years the conformal group has been proposed for use in 
experimental physics as well as in more theoretical considerations (SW 
refs. in [20b]). Let RS = (t, x) = (t, x1 , x2 , x3) be the flat Minkowski 
space; we identify R4 with the space H(2) of hermitian 2 x 2 matrices by 

G =- C7(2, 2) ~~ {g E CL(4, C), 
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where a, b, c, d are 2 x 2 complex matrices satisfying ad” - bc* = 1, 
cd* = dc*, ab* = ba*} acts on H(2) (up to a set of measure zero) by 

g . x = (ax + b)(cx + d)-1. 

This realizes in particular SU(2, 2) as a covering group of the 
conformal group. 

The group G contains I’, = {g such that c = 0, det a = l> which 
is isomorphic to the universal covering group of the Poincare group. 

Let us consider some classical differential operators on Minkowski 
space: 

(a) The wave operator 0 = (8;8t2) - ~~zI(~2,~b~i2). 

(b) Let us denote by x + x” the space-reversal 

2: ’ t-x, 
t 

-,Y2 - ix3 
-x2 + ix, t + x1 1. 

We let a;& be the differential operator acting on 6!Z2-valued (7” 
functions on H(2) by 

l’he Dirac operator acting on C4-valued C” functions on H(2) is then 

(c) Maxwell’s equations. 

Let w be a 2-form on H(2) (i.e., w has 6 components 

w ~ e,(x) dx, A dx, + e,(x) dx, A dxl + es(x) dx, A dx, + h,(x) dt A dx, 

+ h2(x) dt A dx, + h3(x) dt A dx&. 

We consider the equations dw = SW = 0, where 6 is the formal 
adjoint of d with respect to the Lorentz metric x . X. 
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We refer to the equations O$ = 0; Drj = 0; &J = dw = 0, as 
examples of classical mass 0 equations. 

It was first noted by Cunningham and Bateman [3, 41 that Maxwell’s 
equations, SW r= da == 0, are covariant under the group G. More 
recently, Kosmann (in a more general geometric context [ll]) showed 
covariance of the classical mass 0 equations. As a special case of 
algebraic results, Kostant [12] d erived quasi-invariance properties of 
the wave operator. All these results account for the well-known fact 
(cf. [S]) that the solutions of mass 0 equations are conformally invariant 
under some multiplier representation T,s of G. 

On the other hand, it is possible to give a Hilbert space structure to 
a space of distribution solutions of the mass 0 equations, in which the 
restriction of T, to the PoincarC group is unitary and is its usual 
representation of mass 0, spin s: (a) corresponds to spin 0, (b) to spin i, 
and (c) to spin 1 ([2]; see also [19]). 

In [8], Gross proved unitarity of T, under the full conformal 
group for s = 1, and discussed the general question. For s = 0, the 
proof of unitarity is a special case of [16b, 231. (See also [18], for 
related computations). 

We present in this paper a simple proof of the unitarity of the 
representations T,s of the group G; furthermore, we show that the 
corresponding differential operators are intertwining operators for 
representations of principal degenerate series. Let us explain our 
method to prove unitarity in the case of (a): 

Solutions Z$ of q Q!J = 0 are Fourier transforms of distributions 
on the boundary b(C) of the dual light cone;b(C) = {A = (k, , K, , k, , k3) 
such that k,2 1: &i kiz}. We consider the surface measure dm(k) on 
b(C) and define a Hilbert space of solutions by: 

Let us consider the representation UN of U(2, 2) (which is a represen- 
tation of a principal degenerate series): 

(U,(g)f)(x) = det(cx + d)~~f((u~ + b)(cx + d))l), 

(0.1) 

It is easily seen that the restriction T,, of U, to the maximal parabolic 
subgroup P = {g E G such that c = 0} of G is unitary in 2. It 
remains to consider the action of 
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!O I 
u- ----1 

t I ‘i -1 0 

si;c;P and 0 generate G. 0 acts by (T,,(o)~)(x) = (det x)-‘f(-~mi) 

he’define + = +.,. -t +- , where +7~ has support on the boundary 
b(C+) of the forward light cone (k, 3 0, K,” = Cfzl ki2). 

We extend J,(X) as a holomorphic function 

on the domain D = {z = x + iy, X, y E H(2), y >- O}. It is easy to 
compute the reproducing kernel K(x, w) of the Hilbert space X+ = 
@+; I/ &;, )I2 = I/ 4 II2 inL2(dm(h))). It is 

K(z, w) = det((z - ~*)/2i)-~. 

The transformation properties of this function under the group G are 
immediate, and leads to the unitarity. (In elementary terms, to prove 
that T,(a) is unitary, we select a particular dense set of functions f, in 
A?+, namely, the Fourier transforms of the functions R + e--iTr ks* 
restricted to b(C+), for every z E D, and we compute explicitly the 
relation (T&a)L, Tdo)f,) = Cft ,f,,>.) 

If a: = 3 in (O.l), we can prove, by the same methods (see [16b]) 
that U, acts unitarily in a Hilbert space 24 of Fourier transforms of 
functions in the dual solid light cone: 

We prove that 0 0 Ui(g) = U,(g) 0 0, and similar relations for 0’“. 
These are stronger properties than the known relations of covariance 
of 0. (This relation shows why the space of solution of @ is invariant 
under Ui(g). Furthermore, it allows us to form some composition 
series of the full representation U, , and to relate a subrepresentation 
of U, to Zz , thus carrying U, into a space of real mass functions. 
That the real mass subspace of the scalar functions was conformally 
invariant was conjectured by I.E. Segal. 

We extend this method to the case of s > 0, in particular, (b) and (c). 
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We also show that D of (b), p owers of this as well as higher dimensional 
Dirac operators, are intertwining operators for representations of 
principal degenerate series. 

Let us explain the organization of the article, and make some 
bibliographic comments: 

Chapter I states the invariance properties of kernels similar to 
det((z - ZU*)/~;)-~ (Formula 1.5.6). 

In Chapter II, (1.2) is taken from [13]; we include it for the sake of 
completeness. 

Sections 11.3, 11.4, and II.5 are included to motivate our approach, 
and are not needed in the proofs. 

The representations of mass 0, spin s, can be considered as excep- 
tional points arising in the analytic continuation of the holomorphic 
discrete series. We consider in Chapter III the “nonexceptional” part 
(e.g., 01 >- 1 in (0, 1)). This part was first constructed by Gross and 
Kunze [7]. In other words, this chapter deals with the definition of 
conformally invariant unitary structures on spaces of functions which 
are Fourier transforms of functions supported in the dual solid light 
cone. 

Chapter IV is concerned with one of the two main problems of 
this article: To give a unitary structure on solutions of (a), (b), and (c), 
and to show conformal invariance. This chapter can be read inde- 
pendently of Chapter III, but the formulas here appear as analytic 
continuations of those in Chapter III. This procedure for “guessing” 
the fundamental formulas (IV. 1.1) was suggested to us by K. M. Gross. 

Chapter V deals with reducibility properties of principal degenerate 
series induced by finite dimensional representations of the maximal 
parabolic subgroup P. The representation in the mass 0 solution space 
is naturally imbedded as a unitary subspace inside a degenerate 
principal series representation, which in general probably is non- 
unitarizable as for spin 0 (cf. [21]) and spin 0 and spin 4 (cf. [lo]). 
We study in more detail the mass 0 equations, and we prove that the 
classical differential operators implement intertwining relations. W’e 
include here, for the case of spin 0, a proof communicated recently to 
us by M. Kashiwara. 

In Chapter VI, we relate the mass 0, spin s, representations to the 
Segal-Shale-Weil harmonic-metaplectic representation of C:(2, 2) 
insideL2(C2). Th is relates to what physicists call the “ladder-represen- 
tations,” a subject studied in particular by Anderson and Raczka [l] 
and by Mack and Todorov [ 151. 

Extensions of some of these results have been obtained for U(p, 4) 
and Sp(n, R) (see [lo, 221). 
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I. GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES 

1. The Flut Minkowski Space 

1. I. Let us consider [w4 = -[x = (3” , x1 , x2 , x3)} with the quadratic 
form Q(M) - x,,2 - xi2 - xz2 - xs2 ; we denote by Q(x, y) = x .y 
the associated scalar product, and (R4, Q) is called the flat Minkowski 
space. 

1.2. 1Ve identify [w4 with the vector space H(2) of 2 x 2 hermitian 
matrices by 

x := 
t 
% + xl x2 + ix, 
x2 - ix, 51 - x1 1; 

we have Tr x = 2x, , det x = Q(x), dx = dx, dx, dx, dx, . 

1.3. T,et C+ C H(2) be the open convex cone of positive definite 
hermitian matrices, i.e., C+ = (y; y,, > 0, Q(y) > 0). The group 
GL(2, a=) acts on H(2) by g * x = gxg*; we have d(g . x) = 
/ det g ia dx. The cone C+ is the orbit of Id for this action and the 
measure (det y)-” dy is the invariant measure on C+, under the action 
of GL(2; a=). 

1.4. We denote by b( C+) the boundary of the cone Cf, i.e., b( C+) is 
the cone of semidefinite hermitian positive matrices k with det k = 0. 
If 

k = 
i 
k. + 4 4 + ib 
k, - ik, 1 k, - k, ’ 

then b(P) =- (k, k, 3 0, ko2 = k,” + k,’ + ka2} is the boundary of the 
forward light cone. 

1.5. Similarly we define C- to be the open convex cone of negative 
definite hermitian matrices, and 6(C) its boundary, i.e.: b(C) -= 
(k, k,, < 0, k,” z k,” + k22 + kz2}. 

1.6. The group SL(2, UZ) acts on H(2) by g . x m: gxg*, the form 
Q(x) -1 det x is preserved under this action, and this identifies SL(2; C) 
with the universal covering group of SO(1, 3). The boundary of the 
forward light cone (without its vertex), and the boundary of the back- 
ward light cone are orbits of SL(2, @) under this action. 

1.7. We will consider the isomorphism of W(2) with H(2)* given by 
(k, x) = Tr kx = 2(k,x, + k,x, + k2xz + k,x,). The dual cone of 0, - 
[x; Tr (kx) :’ 0, for x E C-k}, is then equal to C+. 



where a, 6, c, d are complex 2 x 2 matrices; if u =: Al, with h E c, we 
write X instead of a. For example 

means: 

Let 
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2. The Group U(2, 2) 

2.1. Consider C4 with basis e, , e2 , e3 , e,; we write any 4 x 4 
complex matrix t by blocks; 

represent the hermitian form on C”: p,(x, y) := (pUx, y). Then p,, has 
signature (2, -2). If 

then cp,c” = p, . 

2.2. We define G = (g E GL(4; C); gp,g* = pU}. G is the group 
U(2, 2). In order for an element 

g- -~ 
f 

a b 

I 1 \c d 

to belong to G it is necessary and sufficient to have 

ab* = ba*, ad*-bc* = I, cd* = dc”. 

3. The Hermitian Symmetric Space D 

3.1. Let D = (A; complex subspaces of dimension 2 of C4 such that 
the restriction of p,, to h is negative definite). The group G acts 
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naturally on D (transforming h to g(X), which is a complex subspace of 
dimension 2 of @“, and as g preserves p,, , obviously g(h) belongs to D). 
Since @e, @ c:e, is a totally isotropic subspace for the form p, , if h 
belongs to D, then X n Q, @ Ce, = {O>, and there exists a unique 
linear map 2: @e, @ Ce, + @e, @ Ce, such that h =: (7) f zr; 
c E Ce,, f@ Ce,]. As pl,(v -I- zz’, 21 -+ ,a) = -i/r, 22)) ~4. i(zv, v>, X 
belongs to I> if and only if x - x* E iC+. In other words, we can 
parametrize D by H(2) {- iC-1 = (z = x -1 iy; x = x*, y E C+}. D 
is then identified with the open subset of 2 x 2 complex matrices ,N 
such that (z -- z*) ‘2i is positive definite, and so D inherits the complex 
structure of a domain in c4; for this complex structure the Shilov 
boundary of Z) is H(2). It is easy to write in these coordinates the 
natural action of G on D. If 

and if 2 represents A, then cx + d is an invertible 2 x 2 matrix, and 
g(X) is represented by z’ = (a,- + b)(cz + d)-l = g * u”. 

3.2. The point e, -= i Id is often written simply i. The stabilizer 
K of i is the maximal compact subgroup of G given by 

i.e., (0 i ib)(rr f- ib)* = 1. The map 

--, (a + ib, a - ib) 

is a group isomorphism of K with U(2) x U(2). 

3.3. It follows from the relations (2.2) that g . z* --_ (g . a)*, and 
then, up to a set of measure 0, G preserves the Shilov boundary H(2) 
of D, and the action is given byg . x = (ax + b)(cx + d)-I. 

3.4. The group of affine transformations of the domain D is denoted 
bv P; i.e., 
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P is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G. If a E GL(2, C), we consider 

The action of g(u) on D is g(a) . (X + iy) = axa* + iap*. If 
x0 = x,,* E H(2) then 

and acts on D by u(x,J . (X + iy) m=: x $ x0 + iy. The group P is 
isomorphic to the semidirect product of GL(2, C) and H(2); we 
remark that the domain D is already homogeneous for the action of P. 

3.5. We identify the G-homogeneous domain D with C; K by 
g-tg*i. 

3.6. If y E 11(2), we write 

,I 0 

a(y) z:- -- . 

i 1 1 y 1, 

We consider Pp , the parabolic group of G opposite to P; i.e., 

Every element of P- is written uniquely as ~(y)g(a); and every 
element of G, except for a set of Haar measure 0, can be written 

g = +Y)id4 44. If we consider the G-homogeneous compact 
manifold G/P-, the preceding decomposition of an element of G 
gives an isomorphism of an open dense subset of G/P-- with H(2); 
and the action of G on G/P-. is then given on this open set by g . x = 
(ax + b)(cx + d)-1. 

3.7. We will also consider the Poincarg subgroup 

PO = SL(2, a=) v * H(2) 
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of the group P. We will call the one parameter subgroup 

acting on D by AX + Pz, the scale transformations. 

4. Representations of the Group 1’(2, 2) inside Spaces of Holomorphic 
Functions on D 

We will consider, if T is a representation of K = U(2) x U(2) in a 
finite-dimensional vector space V, , the space V(T) = {#; C” functions 
G + V, such that $(gk) = ~(k)-l . #(g)} which is the space of C”- 
sections of the vector bundle (G x V,)/K-+ G/K over D. The group 
G acts on F(T) by left translations: (Z(g,)#)(g) = $(g;‘g). 

In the next section we will give explicitly a map JT(g, z): G x D + 
GL( VT) satisfying: 

4.2. Then if # E F(T), the function (P,+)(g) = J,(g, i) * #(g) is 
invariant by right translations of K, i.e., is a function on D = G;K, 
and we write (P,#)(g . i) = J,(g, i) * #(g). We define the representa- 
tion T, of G on C” functions on D with values in V, by 

and it follows from the relations (4.1) that 

I’, 0 Z(gJ = T,(g”) 0 P, . 

In fact, the map J7(g, z) will be holomorphic in z E D and hence the 
space O(D; V7) of holomorphic functions on D with values in V, will 
be stable under the representation T, . 

4.3. The universal automorphic factor. 

Let 
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be in G and z E D. We define J,(g, z) = cz + d; J1 is a map from 
G x D into GI,(2, C), holomorphic in z. It is immediate to verify: 

.llkl,o2 1 4 l&l 1 R2 .4 (_ .JlkB ,a (4.4) 

We define J,(g, z) ~~ Ji(g, z*)* ’ :: (x* 1- P-i and it follows from 
(4.4) and (3.3) that also: 

J2kl& ) 4 J*k, ) ‘!42 * .4 Jzk, 3 4; 

and also Jz is holomorphic in z. 

4.5. Let wO = ((y t) be the reflection element in SL(2; C). We have 
w&g*)-lw;l -: ,” (det g)’ for g E GL(2; C) where, if 

and so we have J,(g, z*) -= det(c,-* + d) . w,, 0 Jz(g, z) o ~0’. 

4.6. Let pi and TV be two irreducible holomorphic representations of 
GL(2; C), and let 7 -= pi @ TV be the holomorphic representation of 
GL(2; a=) x GL(2; C) acting on the complex finite dimensional 
vector space V, -= VT1 @ VT2 . Choose a scalar product on V, , such 
that if (g, , gz) E GL(2; C) x GL(2; C), T(gi*, g,*) =: T(gl , g,)*. The 
restriction of this holomorphic representation of GL(2; C) x GL(2; C) 
to the real form C’(2) x U(2) is irreducible and unitary in this scalar 
product. We define JT: G x D + GL( I’,) by 

If (g -i) E K we have (CZ* - ib*) = (~2 - ib))i and J,(k, ;) = 
Tl(u + ib) @ T2(U - ib). Identifying the irreducible representation T 
of U(2) x U(2) with the representation that we also call 7 of K, by 
T(; -I) = T(U + ib, a -- ib), we have J,(h) i) : T(k). JT satisfies the 
relations (4.1), and we define (T,(g)f)(z) = J&l, x)-l’@’ . z) 
acting on the space O(D, V,). 

4.7. Let C? be the universal covering group of G. Then we can 
define the multiplier jil(g, z) mz= (“det(cz r d)“)a by choosing a 
branch of the simply connected manifold G x D such thatjlfi( 1,~) ::- 1. 
Similarly we define jzO(g; x) 72 (“det(zc* + d*)“j--B by choosing a 
branch of the simply connected manifold G ‘* D such that 
jz8(I, 2) = 1. 14 le can then define, if X, /3 E Ii, and T is an irreducible 
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representation of K, the representation T,,,,,(g) of G on Q(D; V7) given 
by (if g” has image g in G) 

(TT,dB)f)(4 = jlW1, ~)-l.iAP, V JAP, Wf(g-’ .4. 

5. Reproducing Kernels 

In the rest of the article, we will be concerned with constructing 
Hilbert subspaces -y;“, of O(D, V) w h ere T, will act unitarily. Then the 
reproducing kernel K,(z, w) ( see 11.3) will be a function on D x D 
with values in End( VT) holomorphic in z and antiholomorphic in w 
and satisfying in particular: 

5.1. The universal kernel. If z and w are in D, then z - w* is also 
in D, and hence is invertible. We consider RI: D x D + GL(2; C) 
by R1(z, w) = ((2 - w*):‘2i)-$ we have R,(i, i) = 1, and R,(x, w) = 
((2 - w*)/2i) = -(R,(a*, w*) *)-l; we have R’,(i, i) = 1. 

R, and Rz are holomorphic in a, antiholomorphic in w. It is easy to 
verify that: 

Applying the operation %--I on this relation for z* and wV we get 

We define, if T = r1 Q r2 is the irreducible holomorphic representa- 
tion of GL(2; C) x GL(2; C) 

R,: D x D + GL( Y,) 

K(z, ~1 -= 7dR,(z, 4) 0 TAR&A ~1) 
(5.2) 

~- 7,((z - w*)j2i)-l @ T‘J(Z - vJ*y2q. 

It follows from (5. I) that 

Wg .z, g . 20) == JAg, 4 0 R,(z, 4 0 J,(g, w)*. (5.3) 

5.4. On the simply connected manifold D x D we can define 

5W24lI-j 
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d,(z, w) = det(( z - w*)/2i)-* for every N in R following the 
branch where d,(i, ;) :- 1; we then have if 

5.5. Let us define, if w E D and z: E VT , the functionf,(w, u)(.) by 
f7(W> u>(x) x R(% w) . c which is in the space cO(D, VT). The relation 
5.3 can be rewritten 

Consequently, if 9T is the subspace of Co(L), V,) defined by the linear 
span of the functions f,(w) ZI) for all w in D and o E V, then Z? is a 
stable subspace of the representation T, . We will be able to define, 
for some special T’S, a unitary structure on YT . 

5.7. We define SU(2, 2) == [g E G; det g = I>. We remark that 
for 

and x E fqq, 

det(cx + d) is real. This can be seen by observing that if c = 0, then 

d = (a*)-l, and g E SU(2, 2) implies (det a) = (det u*) = (det a). 
Since J(g,g, , x) = J(g, , g,x) J(g, , x), the set of g’s for which 
det(cx + d) is real for all x in H(2), is a group. This group contains 
P n SU(2,2) and also 

since of course det x is real. The remark now follows by observing 
that these elements generate SU(2, 2). 

II. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE GROUP U(2,2) INSIDE SPACES OF 
HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS, AND REPRODUCING KERNELS 

1.1. We let O(D, V7) be the space of holomorphic functions on D 
with values in the finite-dimensional vector space V, (1.4.3) and 
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consider the representation (T,(g)f)(a) = J&l, x)-‘f(g-l * 2) of 
(I. 4.6). 

1.2. Let XT be a Hilbert space of holomorphic functions on D 
with values in V, . We assume that for every z E D, the map F + F(z) 
is continuous from 16 to V7. Hence there exists a function 
k’,: D i: D + End( VT’;) called the reproducing kernel of H, , such 
th’at, for every w E D and v E V, , K,(*, ~1) * z’ E :F7 , and: 

(F(w), v) :- (F, K,(., zu) . ‘L’)~~ (1.3) 

We have by definition 

(k;(., zl) . vl , K,(*, x2) . v& = (K&z? , zl) . v1 , v,), 

and hence 

k;(x, W) = K&u, 2)“. (1.4) 

1.5. Let z’r , 2~~ ,..., ‘UN E v, and c/r ,..., zN E n and consider the 
linear subspace of ;e7 

’ h’ 
\ i -Y7 = T c K,(*, xi) * zi , for all possible choices of z)‘s and B’S . 
Ii=, ! 

Then clearly from (1.3) -rZ: is dense in XT . 
Since for 

we get that 

$ (K&q , zi)vi , VJ > o. 
i,j=l 

(1.6) 

2.1. To prove unitarity and irreducibility of certain representations 
of U(2,2) in XT we will use the following 

2.2. PROPOSITION [13]. Let G be a group of holomorphic tmns- 
formations of a complex domain D. Let H be a Hilbert space of holo- 
morphic functions on D with values in a vector space V having a repro- 
ducing kernel K(x, w). Let J(g, 2) be a continuous function of G x D 
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with oalues in GL( V) and such that for each fixed g in G, J(g, z) is 
holomorphic on D, satisfying 

Jkl * 62 > 4 = Jkl 7 g!? .4 o Jk, ,a (2.3) 

J(1, z) =: 1. Tl zen if (T,(g)f)(z) = J(g-ml, c)-“f(gm-* . z), 7; z’s a 
unitary representation of G in H if and only if 

“ 

qg . 2, g . w) = J(g, z) 0 K(2, w) ? J(g, w)*. (2.4) 

Furthermore, if D is G-homogeneous and tf for e, E D the representation 
g + J(g, e,) of the stabilizer of e, in G is unitary and irreducible in Iv, 
then T is an irreducible unitary representation of G in H. 

2.5. Conversely, let J(g, z) be a function on G r: D with zaiues in 
GI,( V), holomorphic in x and satisfying (2.3), and let K(z, ze) he a 
function on D x D with fsalues in End I’ holomorphic in 2 and anti- 
holomorphic in w satisfying (2.4). Supp ose that A’ sutisfes the condition 
(1.6), then it is easy to reconstruct from 9 (the linear space of functions 
XL q, wi) . zi) a Hilbert space HK of holomorphic functions on D, in 
which the representation T,, will act unitarily, by, completing YK with 
respect to the norm 

3.1. Clearly, if the kernel R, (1.5.2) satisfies the condition (1.6) the 
formula (1.5.3) shows that the representation T, will act unitarily 
in some Hilbert space <F, C O(D; VT) completed from all the functions 
Cx, R,(., xi) . vi in the scalar product Ci,j R7(zj , zi)zli , 7‘;. . IVe will 
analyze in the next paragraphs, for some representation T, the 
condition ( I .6) by Fourier-Laplace transform as in [16(a)]. 

4. If T is a unitary representation of K ~: L’(2) :\ l.‘(2) and if 
g(T) = If; C” f unctions from G to VT such thatf(g/z) T(k) ‘f(g)i, 
then we can define on %(T) an obvious unitary structure, invariant by 
left translations, given by 

We will make this norm explicit, after the isomorphism P, (1.4), as an 
L’! norm on D. Let S = {(z oh); a,b:S-Oandu=u,$iu,r@),and 
let ds be the left invariant Haar measure on S. Let B =m= [g(s) u(x); s E S, 
x E H(2)) be the I wasawa subgroup of G; the left invariant Haar 
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measure on B is db = ds dx. Since any element of G can be written 
uniquely as g = bk, b E B, k E K, we get that dg = db dk and if 
f~ F(T), Ilfij2 = Se jlf(b)lit,, db. The map s H ss* gives a diffeomor- 
phism of S with the cone C+; so (det y)--” dy = ds. We have 

J,(g(s) u(s)) J7((P-1) : T&*)- ’ ‘@ T:(S), 

g(s) . u(x) . i == ~-,ys* L iss*, 

dl(g(s) U(X)) =-: T](s*) q 7&l) . PT$q.Lw+ -i- is.Y), 

and finally 

Hence if I\-e define 

W(T) )F E P(ll, I’,); such that 

then if HO(T) is not zero, the representation TT acts unitarily and 
irreducibly on the Hilbert space HO(T) of holomorphic functions on D. 
In this article we will define, even in the case where HO(T) is reduced 
to zero, a Hilbert space H, of holomorphic functions on D, where 1) 
will act unitarily, for special 7’s. 

5. In order to motivate our approach, let us recall some facts about 
H”(7) (but we will not need them in this article). We define [16a], 
if F is in F(T), 

Bv the Plancherel theorem: 

jr” HO(T) :- (I ‘277-y J e-- 2Tr *“(I, @ ~~(y)-l . p(k), fl(h))(det y) -4 ~fy A. 

We define p(g) = Ti(g) @ T2(g*-l) (detg))” which is an irreducible 
representation of (3142, UZ); 

Q)(k) = 1 cTr Icr’p( y)(det v)-’ 4~. 
. c- 
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Then Q)(K) converges if and only if k E Ci and H”(T) # (0). Then: 

/ Fly z [ (qp)(2k)l@(k),qk):~ dk < -tm, 
* c- 

and we also have: 

as an absolutely convergent integral [ 16b]. Roughly speaking, we will 
construct unitary representations of G in spaces H, of holomorphic 
functions having integral representations 

F(” -(- iy) -= (1,‘d) [ eiTr ““l+)(2k)-4 41,(k) elk, 
‘C 

where #(k) will satisfy the relation 

and r(p)--l will be constructed by analytic continuation. 

III. THE FUNCTION r(p) 

1. Let p be any irreducible representation of GL(2, a=). We define: 

Q.)(k) c e--Tr “?‘,u( y)(det y) * dq 
* c+ 

and T(P) = Q)(l), h w enever this integral is convergent. In general, 

T(P) - ~(r*W > is a nonscalar matrix. We will recall the calculation of 
r(p) for the following special cases, where &A) will indeed be a 
scalar. As r(p) satisfies the transformation property 

it follows that r(p)(l) commutes with the restriction of p to the 
unitary group U(2); so in the case that this restriction is irreducible 
(basically if p is a holomorphic or antiholomorphic representation of 
GL(2; @), then Q)(l) will be scalar. 

2. We consider pi , the natural representation of GL(2; @) in P, 
basis (e, , e,); and we form T ,l =: @iT 7, the n-symmetric tensor 
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product of or; 7, is an irreducible holomorphic representation of 
GL(2; a=) and acts in the vector space V, with basis (era, ey-le2 ,..., ezrc) 
of dimension n + 1. We identify I?, with the space of homogeneous 
polynomials of degree n on (c2)*; with respect to the natural inner 
product, T,(g*) = T,(g)*; and define 7” == id, the trivial one-dimen- 
sional representation of GL(2; a=). We now form the integral 

and rl(7, , a> = rl(~n , a)(l). 
2.3. PROPOSITION [6, 7b, 16a]. I’,(T,, , CX) converges in a point 

k E c+ if and only if rl(7, , a)( 1) converges; and rl(Tn , a)( 1) converges 
if and only if 01 > 1. In this case 

rl(Tn > a)(k) = (~12) r(a - 1) T(LX + n)(det k)+ ~~(k-l). (2.4) 

We recall the proof of this proposition: rl(T,, , a)(k) has the following 
transformation property: 

rl(rrl > ol)(gkg*) = r,(g*)-l I’,(T, , a)(k) r,(g)--’ / detg /pea, P-5) 

as it is seen easily, changing y to y’ = (g*)-lyg-l in the integral. We 
will use the parametrization of the cone C+- by y = ss* with 
s = (E “,), a > 0, b > 0, u = u1 + iu, E @, i.e., 

dy = 2a3 da b db du, du, , det y ~~ a2b2. 

we have T(s*)eln = aneln, and so (T(y) e,“, elnj = aztL. We compute 

<rAr, , a) e,“, elY = 
‘n,b,ul,u, e- f 

(a3+b2ti~I')a2na2(ir-3)b2(a-2)2a3 dab db &, du2 . 

This integral clearly converges if and only if DL > 1, and then equals 
($2) r(~ - 1) r(, + n); this p roves the necessity of the condition. 
Using (2.5) (i.e., changing s to s(,s) we have that if 

then (rl(T, , ‘Y)(s,,*s~) e,“, elPb) also converges. This means that for 
every k in Cf the integral giving the coefficient (rl(Tn , a)(k) ein, eln) 
is finite. But the set of z”s such that (rl(T, , ol)(k)v, v) < + co for 
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every k in C+, is, by the Schwarz inequality, a vector space which 
contains eln. (2.5) shows that this vector space is invariant by the 
irreducible representation 7,) hence it is equal to V, . Also (2.5) 
implies that r,(~, , a)(l) is the scalar matrix (~‘2) ~(LY - 1) ~(LY + n), 
since the restriction of 7, to [r(2) is irreducible. (2.4) then follows 
from (2.5). 

2.6. COROLLARY. If E IL- I, then 

I e--1r yr,(T, ) a)(k))-l dk z= C(T, , a) ~,(yml)(det y)-“(dety)-’ 
” C’ 

with ~(7% , 02) = (a - I) a(, -I- n -I- 1) = T,(T, , 01 + 2)/F,(7,, LX). 

Proof This follows directly from (2.3) by interchanging the 
variables y and k, (and changing the value of a). We rewrite (2.4) 
changing the role of k and y. 

the integral on the right being absolutely convergent for Y ,_’ -1. 
This implies that T,(y-l)(det Y)-~-” for a > -1 is the Laplace 
transform of the field k + T,,(k) (det k)z of positive operators on C+. 

3. Applications to the Positivity of the Kernels 

3.1. PROPOSITION. If 01 ,, --- 1, the kernel Kl+(~n , CY) on D x D 
given by 

K<‘(T~ , a)(z, w) = T,((Z - 2*‘*‘)/2y det((z - w”)1’2i)-~-~ 

satis$es the condition (11.1.6). 

Proof. By analytic continuation of formula (2.7) it follows that if 
x, w are in D, then 

271’4.1 2.a 
--~. 

J (7r/z)r(ol+l)q~+n+2) c+ 
e~Tr(il(;~li.*)‘T,(k)(det k)” & 

as an absolutely convergent integral. T,et P, ,..., z’~ E VT’,, and 
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x1 ,..., zN E D, and let w(K) = Cj”=, eiTrlez~~j . Then if K is the function 
on the left-hand side 

where p is a positive constant, hence it is positive. We will make this 
corollary precise in the following proposition. 

3.2. PROPOSITION. Let CY > - 1, and let J&+(Q-~, , ,N) = {$I; measur- 
able functions on C+ with values in V, , such that 

Let us de&e, for 4 E Yl+(rn , CX) and z E D, 

Then the right-hand side is an absolutely convergent integral and 
dejines a holomorphic function (FI-k(rn , a)+) on D with values in V, . 

If 

%(rn 3 4 - Fl’(TTt 3 a)$; for 4 E 91+(7n , E) with iIFI+(~n , a)$ II2 = // 4 11: 9’ Rj 

then ff,(~, , a) has reproducing kernel KI+(r,, , a). 

Proof. If x = x + iy, y E C+ and v E V,, , 

I ,(F,‘(T, > 4+)(4> v>l 
,. p4’2a 

[ 
’ (x/2) T(LY + 1) r(a: + n + 2) . c+ 

cTrLv 1(7,(k) 4(k), a)j(det k)a dk. 

Si rice i (T,(k) 4(k), v> I < <T,(k) 4(k), #@)Y2<~,(k)v, vY2, by applying 
the Schwarz inequality, we get: 

2nt4+2a 

G (z-12) qa + 1) qa: $- n + 1) ‘c+ r e-2T’7’!‘(T,(k)c, v)(det k)’ dk . ! + Iizn,x 

= (~,(y-‘)v, v)(det Y)-,-~ /’ 4 ;izn,o . (3.3) 
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So the first part of the proposition is proved. The fact that FI+(7% , a)+ 
is holomorphic is standard (apply the Morera criterion), and also the 
inequality (3.3) proves that H,+(T, , a) has a reproducing kernel 
K = Fl+(rn , a),. We must th en have: for every + in gI(-r, , CY) 

The first term is 

the third term is 

(T/z)r(a + 1) qa + n + 2) s 
(T,(R) 4(k), ~(h, OJ) * u)(det Iz)G-~ dk. 

c+ 

This equality implies that ~(k, CO) = e--eiTr ko* * v’, and then K = 
Kl+(~n > 4. 

4. Unitary Representations of G in 8(D, V,) 

Let G be the universal covering of G. We define, if g” E G has image 

a b 
g= -- inG, i I 1 11’(Tn 3 @M, 4 = T&Z + d)j;+Z(& z). 

c a, 

Applying the method of paragraph 2, we then conclude 

4. I. THEOREM. If a: > - 1, the representation 

is a unitary irreducible representation of G inside Hl+(~n , u.). If OL is 
an integer strictly greater than - 1, this representation is in fact a 
representation of the group U(2, 2) itself, given by, ;f 

(T?(T~ > a)(g)f)(z) = T,(CX + d)-l det(cx + d)-(&i2)f((az + b)(cz + d)-l). 
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For example, if n = 0, this leads to the family of representations of 
1’(2, 2) already studied in [ 16b, 241, 

(TJg),f)(z) -= det(cz $- d)-(2+2’f((nz j-- b)(cz t- cI) I). 

We remark that for CY = 0 this representation is unitary inside the 
Hardy space 

Hz r- IF E O(D); sup j / F(x + iy)\” d.lc =- ‘1 F Ila <: -:-co~, 
WC+ 

since &‘(7,, , 0) coincides with L2(C-‘, dk), and taking the boundary 
value, which exist in the L2 sense, gives a unitary imbedding of 

T(T” 1 0) into the unitary principal series representations given by 

(T(g)f)(x) = det(cx +- d)w2f((nx + b)(cx + d)-l) 

5. Let F,(T, , a)(k) = Jc+ ecTr kYTrl( y)-l(det Y)-~-~ dy. 

5.1. For each element u E M(2; C), we denote by c(u) the cofactor of 
U, defined by u o C(U) = (det u)Id; the map u + C(U) satisfies c(uv) = 
c(n) o c(u), and if 

inparticular,for x = (x0, xi, x2, a$inH(2),c(x) = (x0, --x1, -x2, -X3) 
and c is the space-reversal. We denote by ~(7~) the representation 
g + c(g*) of GL(2; C), i.e., c(Tl)(g) = Tl(C(g*)), and define C(T,) by 

4TnM = Tn(ck*)). C(Tn) is then an irreducible antiholomorphic 
representation of GL(2; C) in V,, . We have 

c(T,)k) -= T,((g*Y)(det PP. 

5.2. The preceding r, function can then be written as 

l-2(7, 3 n)(k) = 
.f 

ecT* 7cuc(Tn)( y)(det Y)--(~~~+~) CZ’J~. 
C+ 

We can treat r, by the same method as for r, . We will remark here 
that as Tr(c(u)) = T r u for u E M(2; C), after changing y into c(y), 

rz:,(Tn > a)(k) =-: 
s 

e-T’c(k)vTn(y)(&t &hi n-2 dy 

C+ 

= r,(T, > -(a + f'$(c(k)). 

So we have the following: 
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5.3. PROPOSITIOX. T2(7,, , a) coneerges if und only if ~ ( * 12) ;> 1 
and in this case: 

r!dT,, > x)(k) =- (7-:‘2) r(-a) Z’-- :I II ~~ 1) r,(k)(det k)“. 

We change y into c(y) I- y 1 det y in the formula (2.7) (and h into 
c(k) in the integral) and get: 

T,(y)(det y) (’ ‘( “?) 
I 

-~~ I (xl2)qa 1 1) qa: I- n -~-- 2). ( 
e T”‘L”~,,(c(k))(det k)‘ t/k (5.4) 

for s .-- ~ I. This implies that T,,(y)(det y) (‘ItTr+‘?) is the I .aplace 
transform of the field lz ---f T,,(c(k))(det k)? of positive Hermitian 
operators on C ; by analytic continuation we then have 

5.6. THEOREM. I,et I ~~ I. Ixt Y2 (T,( , CY) -:: 14; measuuahle 
.functions on C. with values in I-,, , such that 

Then the right hand side is an uhsolutel~~ comergent integral and dejnes a 
holomorphic .function F, + (T,! , a) on II with rakes in F’,, . 

If Na~f(r,, , 1) ~~ ~E-(T,~ , ,v)$; 4 I: YJz (T,, , Y); then H, (T,, , 1) is ;I 
Hilbert space of holomorphic functions having reproducing kernel 
K,r(r ,I , x), where 

K; (T,J , ,l)(Z, 20) T,,((” FCC) 2j) &.t((^. ~. .zcq 2;) t/ !I 2’. 

l’hc representation 
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where kh, 9 a)@; 2) x T12((zc* ;. d*)-1) j<C-(\-~tl ; i)(g; r-) is an 

irreducible unitary representation of e inside H,-(T,, , a). If o( is an 
integer greater than - 1, this representation is a representation of the 
group t-(2, 2) itself given, for g--l = (z (;), by 

IV. 331~ EXCEPTIONAL C‘AsE 

We will now consider, r, being fixed, the value u --_ ---- 1. We will 
see it still is possible to give a meaning to the integrals (111.2.7), or 
the ones in (111.3.2), etc., by analytic continuation: 1,et b(C+) be the 
boundary of the cone C+ and let 

dm(k) = -;dk, dk, dk3i’(k19 + k,‘? -~ k,z)“” 

be the measure on b(C) parametrized by k, , k, , k, (/z,)~ mm 
k,” k,’ - kz2). Th e f unction (det k)l is locally integrable on C 
if and only if IY ‘;- - 1; its meromorphic continuation as a distribution 
has a pole for oi 1 - I, and wc have lim,,P,( 1 .‘r(a: -1 I))(det k)W dk 7 
&z(k). The integral (111.2.7), f or example, can be rewritten as 

T,(Y) -‘(dety) ~(> 2, = 
1 ..-_____ 

($2) T(S; + rr -t 2) J’ e -Tr 7. !vT n(k) (det k)l d/z 
c~ qa:-i- 1) ’ 

and as 7,,(k) is a polynomial representation of GL(2, C), I,, has still 
a meaning for k being any (2 x 2) complex matrix, in particular, for 
k in b(C-). Th e integral (111.2.7) will then be replaced, for z 1: ~-1, 
by the integral with respect to &z(k) of the function e~~~~u~~(k) 
restricted to the boundary. This indicates why the formulas (I .I), 
etc., will hold. However, we will prove the formulas in this chapter 
directly (independently of Section 3). 

1.1. PROPOSITION. Let b(C+-) be the boundarjl of the cone C’ trnd let 
dm(k) --: dk, dk, dk,, (2k,,); then 

is NH trhsol~~tely comergent integral, where C,, is a positice constant. 

Proyf. JVe have 

dk,, A dk, A dfz, A dkk, ((dkk, A dfzii, A dk,):‘2k,,) A d(det k). 
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From the semi-invariance property of dk and det k we then get that 
dm(gkg*) =-_ j d et g j* dm(k). We can see that 

a(Y) I’ 
cTr ““T#) &n(k) 

h(C’ ) 

formally satisfies the transformation property: 

cx(gyg”) == TTL(g*)-l 01(y) ~&y-l 1 det g j-2. 

So by the same reasoning as in Proposition (111.2.3) we just have to 
check the convergence of the integral rhcc+) esTrk(Tm,(k) e,“, eln) dm(k), 
and we can conclude that a(l) is a-scalar matrix ‘and that 2(y)’ 
a( l)T,(y))l(det y)-i. We write E,, = (t g), s := (“, y); then 

of 
in 
of 

and s t--f sq,s* is a parametrization of b(C) except for a set E 
measure 0, given by E = (k, =m k, = 0, k, = -k,). So we have 
these coordinates dm(k) = a da du, du, . As am is the projection 
V,, onto erVL, (7,,(.q*)eln, elT() = n”“e, n. The integral to be calculated 
is thus J e-(a”+iu12) a2na da du, du, , which clearly converges, so we get 
the formula, 

T,(y)-r(det y)-’ = C, ^ 
J 

ecTr%,(k) dm(k). 
b(C+) 

Since for each k = gq,g* in b(C+), T,(k) is a matrix of rank 1, propor- 
tional to the projection onto T,(g) . er%, the formula (1,l) is an integral 
representation of the hermitian positive operator T,( y)-‘(det y)-’ by 
projections of rank 1 with respect to a positive measure based on the 
boundary 6(C+) of the light cone. We can then conclude in the same 
way: 

1.2. PROPOSITION. The kernel Kl+(~n , -1) on D x D given by 

Kl+(~n 3 -l)(z, w) = Tn((z - 78*)/%)-l det((n - w*)/%)-~ 

satis$es the condition (11.1.6), and we have: 
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1.3. PROPOSITION. Let 91+(~n; - 1) = @; measurable functions on 

b(C+) with values in V,, , such that 

p-1+.(7?? 3 -I)+)(~) = j ei=r %$z) . @I?) &n(k); 
b(C+) 

then the right-hand side is an absolutely convergent integral and defines a 
holomorphic function FIf(r7,, , - l)+ on D with values in V, . 

If 

%+(Tn > - 1) = {4+(7n 7 -l)$bfor+E~I+(T,, -1), 

with 11 FI+(~n , -I)+ /I2 = il4 I~*>, 

then X1+(rn ,- 1) has reproducing kernel 

T,((x - w*)/2i)-1 det((z - w*)j2i)-1 

up to a positive constant. The proof is entirely similar to the one of 
Proposition (111.3.2). 

2. Description of the Space Ll+(~n , - 1) 

As T,(K) is a noninvertible operator, there are functions 4 in 
=%‘(% > -1) with norm 0; we denote by d%;+(~, , -1) the Hilbert 
space formed by the equivalence classes of functions in 9’r+(~~ , -1) 
modulo those of norm zero. 

Let k be in b(C+) 

k is a hermitian operator of rank 1; so it is proportional to a projection 
e; we write k = Tr ke, with e2 = e; then k2 = (Tr k)k = 2k,k, T,(k) = 
2-%+,(k2), and <T,(k) W), 4(k)) = 2-“k;“<T,(k) 4(k), T,(k) 4(k)). 
So if 4(k) has value in V, , T,(k) +(k) = yG(k) is a function on b(C+) 
taking its values in the one-dimensional subspaces T,(k)V% = V,(k); 
so we will be able to identify, via the map #(k) = T,(k) 4(k), the space 
“Lq+(% , -1) with the space 
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h+(T, > - 1) = I* measurable functions on b(O) such that 

(a) 4(k) E Fn(k) for almost every k (2.1) 

We can then rephrase the preceding theorem as follows: 

2.2. THEOREM. Let $I E&+(T,, , - 1). Let us define 

w = J1,,+, eiT’““#(k) h(k). 

Then the right-hand side is an absolutely convergent integral and dejnes 
a holomorphic function $ on D, with values in V, . 

Let H1+(rn , --1) =-T I$ for 4 E L,+(T, , --I) with /I 4 /I2 -~ 11 J/J 112); 
then H1+(~n , - 1) has reproducing kernel 

Rl(~n > -1)(x, w) m-z ~~((2 - w*)/2i)-l det((n - zu*);2i)m1. 

The representation T1+(rl[ , ~ I) of G defined by 

(Tl+(~n > --lMf)@) >= TLC T cz + d)-1 det(cz + d)-lf((az + b)(cz + d)-‘) 

is a unitary irreducible representation of G inside H1+(~n , --1). 

2.3. Similarly, we can consider Z2+(~n , -1) -= {c$; measurable 
functions on b(C+), such that J (T,,(c(k)) 4(k), 4(k)) dm(k) -.< 4 cx) and 

L2+(7, > -I) = (#; measurable functions on b(C+), such that 

(a) for almost every k, $(k) E V,(c(k)) 

(b) J(($(k), #(k)),‘(2k,)‘“) dm(k) ‘ + a) and get 

2.4. THEOREM. If $ E L,+(T,, , - 1) then the integral 

is absolutely convergent and defines a holomorphic function on D with 
values in V,n . If H2’m(7,, , 1) : [$-for J, E L2+(~,, , ~-I), with pi Z$ /I2 
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II $ 112>~ then fb+h y - 1) has reproducing kernel R,(T, , -1)(x, w) = 
T~((x - w*)/2i) det((x - w*)/2i)-(“+l), and the representation 

(TYdT?l 7 - I)(g)f)(z) = T,(ZC* + d*) det(zc* + d*)-(“+l)f(az + b)(cz + d)-I) 

is a unitary irreducible representation of G inside H2+(rn , - 1). 

3. Restriction of the Representation T,(T, , --I) to the Poincare’ Sub- 

group 
We consider the Poincart subgroup P, = SL(2, C) x s H(2) 

imbedded in G as described in I. For k in H(2), we consider the 
character xk: x + eeiTrkx of the normal abelian subgroup H(2) of 
PO; the natural action of SL(2; C) on x, by (g * x)(x) = x(g-rx(g*)-I), is 
given by g * xx: tt xk’ with k’ = (g*)-lkg-I. Let q, =-= (i i); the 
stabilizer of E,, under this action of SL(2; C) is the subgroup 

s == (; ,rl,, 

with / a 1 z 1, and the orbit of q, is the cone b(F) (apart from the 
origin). We denote by dg the invariant measure on SL(2, C)/S corre- 
sponding to dm(k). We denote by xVt the character on S given by 

We form the representation T,, induced to P, by the unitary character 
(s, x) t> xn(s) eciTr V of the subgroup S x ,H(2); the representation 
T, is an irreducible representation of P,, which is one part of the 
representation of mass 0, and spin s = &z. 

3.1. PROPOSITION. The restriction of the representation T,(r, , -1) 
of the group G to the Poincare’ subgroup is the one part of the representa- 
tion of mass 0 and spin in; the restriction of the representation T,(T, , -~ 1) 
of the group G to the Poincart! subgroup is the other part of the representa- 
tion of mass 0 and spin in. 

Proof. Let itim == (4; SL(2; C) ---t @, such that q5(gs) =:- xn(s) -l+(g)). 

‘Ih norm 4 ?fsLh,@):s 1 I I$ I2 dj is an invariant norm by left translation 
of SL(2; C); we denote by A, the Hilbert space of measurable functions 
in dfi with finite norm; the representation of mass 0 and spin -i-n is 
realized in A, by the following formula (see [22]) 

(Tnk”M)k) = aG1d, go E q2, q 

(Tn(~oM4(g) = W--i Tr •og-l~oW-l) (b(s), x0 E H(2). 

580/24/r-6 
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At the point k = ge,,g*, the one-dimensional subspace VJk) is 
spanned by the vector T,(g) elqL = z’!, . We have, 

as Tr k = 1 a I” + j c i2, (z’!, , CL’~,) : (Tr k)” = (2k,)“. We consider 
b(C) isomorphic to SL(2; @)/S by the map g H (g*)-lEog-r; we 
define, if 4 E A, and n >, 0, (A+)(g) = 4(g) T,((g*))‘) . e,“. Then A$ 
is invariant by right translation by S, and defines a function on b(C+), 
which at each point k = (g*)-lcog-l has values in V,(k). We have 

and we have an isomorphism A of A,, with LI~(~,L , -~ I). We consider 
the representation P~(T,, , ---I) in L,+(q, , - 1) given by for 
d ELl-(Tn 7 -1) 

m?l > - 1 )bhM)’ = T;(Tn ? - N&)4. 

It is easy to check that if 

is in G with a E GL(2; c), 

and 

is in G with x, E H(2), 

then 
C~lh ? - l)(g(a))+)(k) = T,(a*)-Ydet a> d(a*ka), 

(fx51 > - l)(u(x,))+)(k) == e-iTr ““O+(k), (3.2) 

and it is immediate to verify that A intertwines the two representations 
of the PoincarC group SL(2; a=) x ,H(2). Similarly, if k = gEOg*, the 
one-dimensional subspace VT,(c(k)) is spanned by the vector wII = 
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T,,(c(g*)) e2rf(~jl(c(co))V~L = ezn), and (ZU~ , w,> == (Tr k)“. We define, 
if n :- 0 and if 4 E A_, , (&S)(g) = 4(g) T,(g) . e,“. Then A is 
invariant by right translation by S, and defines a function on b(C+) 
which at each point k 2 (g*)-l~,jg--l has value in P’,,(c(k)), and we 
have 

We consider the representation pt(7,, , -1) in L,+(T,,, , -1). It is 
easy to check: 

(rf2(% , -l)&(a))+)(k) = T,(a)(det a)-lL(det u)* a(a*ka), 

(Gh a - l)(u(x,))y5)(k) F~ eFTr “‘““l+(h), 
(3.3) 

and it is immediate to check that A intertwines the two representa- 
tions. 

V. ~‘HE WAVE AND DIRAC EQUATIONS 

We consider the space H(r,, , --I) of holomorphic functions on 
D; by taking boundary values, this Hilbert space can be considered 
as a space of distributions on Minkowski space. We shall see that these 
distributions are solutions of certain differential equations: for 
example, since they are Fourier transforms of distributions with 
support on b(C+) (k, 2 = kr2 -+ AZ2 j- kz2; K, >, 0), they will be 
solutions to the wave equation ~J!J = 0, where 

We shall see that H(T~ , - 1) is contained in the null space of a certain 
Dirac operator; furthermore, we will prove some properties of 
covariance of these operators. Finally, we specialize to spin 0 and 
spin 1 and show that even the most degenerate representations, by 
taking quotients by appropriate null spaces, can be carried into the 
interior of the (forward) lightcone. 

I. The Principal Series Representations 

Let 

with a E GL(2, a=), u E H(2) $ U(2,2). 
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Let p be an irreducible representation of GL(2, C) in a vector space 
Vu; we consider also p as a representation of Pm by 

We form e(p) = {$; C” functions on G with values in V, , such that 

K@) = PL(P-lMk)f. 
G acts by left translation on Q). The subspace of functions in Q?(p) 

which are K-finite is the algebraic Harish-Chandra-module of the 
principal degenerate series. 

Using the map (1.3.4) u: H(2) + G to define an isomorphism of 
H(2) with an open dense subset of the compact manifold G;P_ ~~ Ta7(2), 
we can identify F(p) with a subspace of the C”-functions on H(2), 

bY wJ)(4 = $(44). P is map is clearly not surjective, since not all 
C” -functions on H(2) can be extended as C-sections of the corre- 
sponding vector bundle to the conformal compactification G Pm 
of H(2).) 

The action of G by left translation becomes 

(U,(g)f)(x) .= p((cx + d)*)f((ux + b)(cs A~- d)- ‘) for g--I iz I;). (1.1) 

We consider the map g --t ((g*))i, g) of GL(2, uZ) into GL(2, UZ) ‘Y: 
GL(2, a3). (On the Lie algebra level the map A + (--A*, A) defines 
an isomorphism of the complesification of gl(2, C) (considered as a 
real algebra) with gl(2, a=) x gl(2, C). If pi and TV arc two holomorphic 
representations of GL(2, C), then p(g) :_: Ti(g*-l) @ Tz(g) is an 
irreducible representation of GI(2, a=). (But not all irreducible 
representations of GL(2, uZ) arc obtained; for example, det g ! is not, 
whereas 1 det g jg --_ det g det g* is). We suppose that 

Then the action CT,, of G can be written (up(g)f)(x) == .,(cx A d))’ @ 
T,(CX + d)*f((ux + b)(cx I- cl-l), for g-i = (: I;). We define 

J&(.(6, s) 7,(cx + d) @j ~~((a + d)*)-I. 

We will consider the space J&(P) obtained by taking boundary values 
of the functions z ---f X,(2, w) . u for T = 7i @ 72 (1.5.2), i.e., 

x - T1((X - w”)j2i)- l (3 Q((X - w”)/2i) . u = R,(s, w) * 2’. 

Since if m t H(2), w E D, x - w* is in D, hence in particular is 
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invertible, L&‘(P) = {x& RR7( X, wi) * vi} is a subspace of the C”- 
functions on H(2). The formula (1.5.6) shows that Up leaves *Z(p) 
invariant and that the map zi -+ R,(x, ;)v defines an injection of P’, 
into S?(P) intertwining the representation T of K in V,(I.4.6) with the 
restriction of Up to K. 

1.2. LEMMA. .~.8(p) is contained in the image of%(p) by I. 

Proof. If g = (F i) E G, and w E D, then b - w*d is an invertible 
matrix; the function 

$75(w, v)(g) = (T,((b - w*d)/2i)-l) @ T,((b* -- d*w*)12i) . ?j 

is easily seen to belong to q(p), and clearly I(+(w, U))(X) =: R7(x, w) . U. 
This lemma indicates that whenever an irreducible representation 

p of GL(2, C) is extendable to a holomorphic representation of 
GL(2, C) x GL(2, C), the principal series will be reducible; the 
subspace A(p) (which consists of functions on H(2) having a holo- 
morphic extension to D) will be invariant and proper. 

2. Imbedding of the Representation T(rn , -1) into the Principal Series 

We consider the dense invariant subspace P1(~n , - 1) of H(T,, , -- 1) 
consisting of the functions x + Cy=, R,(T, , -- 1)(x, wi) . zi . The 
preceding paragraph shows that there exists, by taking boundary 
values, a natural imbedding of a,(~, , -- I) into an invariant subspace 

4(Tn 7 - I) of the principal series representations, defined by 
4,(T, Y -1) = (x& R,(r, , -1)(x, wi) . zij, and the corresponding 
principal series representation is given by 

(ril(Tn 7 ~~- l)(g)f)(x) = T,(C.Y + d--l det(c?c + n)~-‘.f((~ -I- h)(c.~ -+- d)-‘)? 

(2.1) 

Similarly, we let 932(~n , -1) be the dense invariant subspace of 
%(T,, > - 1) consisting of the functions zy=, R,(T, , -l)(z, wi)ri , 
which is imbedded into A~~(T,~ , - 1) = (zFzl R4(7,, , -1)(x, w~)c~), 
and the corresponding representation is given by 

(U2(Tn > - I)(g)f)(x) _:~ r,(cx + d)*(det(c.r -; d)*)~(~ ‘-‘lf((a.~ + b)(cs + cl)- 1). 

Moreover, since for fe Hl(Tn, -1) 
(2.2) 

i(f(z), u)i" -- I(f, K1(Ta , - l)(., z) . c;:l' 
Gz [If 11” !I Kl(-rn , - l)(-, ,z) . 2, jXt 

7.: 1 fll” (T,(y)-l(dety)-.I . V, v), 
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any function in H1(~,( , - 1) has boundary value as a distribution, 
because it has at most polynomial growth near the boundary (1’ ~= 0). 
We call 01(~,, , - 1) and 02(7,, , ~ I) the Hilbert spaces of distribu- 
tions obtained by boundary values of H,(T,, , -~ 1) and H2(7,, , 1). 
We remark that formula (1.4.5) shows that if 

(1 YT,, > ~.-- l).f)(.Y) ~~ T,(CX -{- d) ’ det(rx ~+ d)~ ‘f((ux h)(f.\ tl) ‘) 

then the mapf --f T,((zL)~).~ with w,) from (1.4.5) defines an isomorphism 
of l!l(T,# > ~~ I) with l/iz(~,, , ~~~ 1). 

We will construct the Dirac operator D,, , acting on C’” (H(2), I,,) 
the space of C”-functions on N(2) with values in V,7 , such that the 
space D,(T,, ) ~~- 1) will be annihilated by D, . Furthermore, \ve will 
prove that L),, intertwines the representation C:rl(~,! , ~~~ I) with a 
representation Cr,, of the principal series. 

3. Commutation Relations of Differential Operators 

I,ct p and p’ be two irreducible representations of GL(2, C); let 
D be a differential operator (matrix-valued) going from P(H(2), I-,,) 
into C’(H(2), VU,). M Te want to study the properties IT should have in 
order to bc intertwining between r7,, and cY~,~, , i.e., 

V‘Y t G: I) ” l.;,(g) 1 .,,(g) ‘. Il. 

An immediate observation is that D must commute with translations, 
hence must be constant coefficient. 

Let $(,Y) --- J c iTrk.r 4(,$) & d e fi ne the Fourier isomorphism of the 
Schwartz-space on H(2). W e define the polynomial function d(k) on 
Ij(2) v,ith values in End (I’,& , L:,,) by 

(+J)v WQL wt1~l-c (4)(k) d(k) . $(kj. 

‘I’hen the commutation relation 

is equivalent to the condition 

d(a+ka) /L’(U) ’ c/(k) /~(a). (3.1) 

4. 1’1~ Dirac Operators 

1Ve consider SL = Ce, @ @e,~*, k’, @e, 0 @e, , and denote by 
p, --, f‘ the corresponding identification se, ~: ye, 4 xe, ye2 . 
Like\visc, we consider S ~~~ Cr, CiL? @e, -, and 7% ~+ 7~ 
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Let k be any (2 x 2) complex matrix. We define 

acting on S = St- @ S. We call S the space of spinors. (We have 
that dl(k)2 = det kI, = Q(k)l,, , so k j d,(k) defines the irreducible 
representation of the Clifford algebra constructed from the quadratic 
form Q(k).) Ob serve that d,(k)S+ C: 9; d,(k)S- C 5’“. Also, we recall 
that 

q (32, &,,” ) -- (i?p,Y,“) - (%2px2”) - (32/6.v,‘). 

We consider the symmetrized tensor product 0,: S, naturally 
imbedded into @” S. 

The identification z’ --) z”- of V, with St ; c --f z:- of V, with S -, 
give imbeddings ,& : k’,, + 0” S’- c 0” s; p--: v, ---f @” s- c 0” s 
by 

j$&+(v @ ... @) v) =~ v+ @ ..* @ v-~, 

p,,-(v (g ... ig v) : v-- @ *** @ z’-. 

By /3 we denote the symmetrization on 0” S; /3(r1 @ ... @ z’,,) 
ZES (l/n!) VT(l) 0 ... @ v,(,) which then is a projection onto 0: S. 
We “define injections i’: V,-, @ V, into 0’” S, i-: V,, r 0 V, into 
@” S by 

i, (f 0 4 t=- P(P7;-,(f) 0 w-1, 

i -(f G ZfJ) ~~ P(B,-,(.f) 0 w’). 

(Observe that if we let 

then for instance jt(z?pl x u 0 ) =I (h.) c vi’1 @ ... @ 75 t(g *** @ 7+.) 
By d,,(k) we denote the operator on 0” S defined by 

ct,(k)(v, @ ‘.. (3 v,) = 1 v1 @ ... @ dl(k)V, @ ..* 0 v, . 

Then k --, d,,(k) is a linear map from H(2) into End(&)” S, 0” S). 
Finally, we define d,*(k): Yn --f 0’” S by d,,+(k)f -= d,(k)(/l,;flf), and 
similarly d,,-(k)f = d,(k)@,,-(f)). 
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4.1. LEMMA. 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove it for elements of the form ZP = 
v @ *** @ v, v E V, . Then 

d,+(k)(v”) = 2 v+ @ ..* @ d,(k)v+ @ . . . (g v+ 
i=l -' 

i 

= nif(v+l @ c(k)v), 

d,-(k)(vn) =: 2 v- @ ... 0-0 ... 6J v- 
i=l 

i 
= ni-(e-l @ Ku). 

In particular, we can consider d,+(k) and d,-(k) as linear maps from 
v, to v,-, @ v, . 

We consider the representation 

al(u) _ 
( 

0 
J a det u-l, 

of GL(2, a=) in S. 

We form a,(a) = 0% q(u) acting in 0” S and p,(u) = (det a)-%,(a). 
On the subgroup SU(2,2) of U(2,2), defined by det g = 1, the 
function det(cx + d) is real, so if we consider Cm(H(2), V,) imbedded 
in Cm(H(2), 0” S) via p+ or p-, the representation U1(~n , - 1) @ 

U2(,7t Y -1) of SU(2, 2) can be considered as a subrepresentation of 
the representation US, . We define P,~’ by 

~~‘(a) = det a-“a,(u) 

= (det u)-’ &a). 

4.2. LEMMA. Let GL,(2, a=) be the subgroup of GL(2, a=) given by 

~142, C) = {U E GL(2, C); det a = det a*>. 

Then d,(u*ha) = p,‘(u)-‘d,(k) p.,(a)for da E G4(2, a=)- 
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Proof. The relation is easily verified for n = 1, and having it in 
that case, 

&&‘(a) d,(a*ka)(v, @ ..* @ zli @ -*. 0 v,) 
~ c c+)ul @ ... @ pl’(a) dl(u”hu)n, @j -.. @ ‘yl(U)z’, 

.~1 c ocl(u)z’l @ ... @ d,(k) pl(u)z+ @ *-. @ cd1(u)7& 

-: (det a)-1 C q(u)v, @ ... @ d,(k) al(u)v, @jj *.* @ a,(u)v, 

4.3. LEMMA. If k E b(C+), the kernel of the operator d,+(k) is 
equal to the subspace V,(k) = r,(k)V, . Likewise, the kernel of d,-(k) 
is equal to the subspace V,(c(k)) = T,(c(k))V, . 

Proof. Let, for g E GL,(2, C), k’ = gkg*. Then VJk’) = 
T,(g) . V,(k), and since PJa) on ,B+( I/;L) coincides with the representa- 
tion T,(a*)-l(det a)-‘, Lemma 4.2 proves that 

Ker dnq-(gkg*) =: T,(g)(Ker d,+(k)). 

So it is sufficient to prove that both subspaces coincide for q, = (A z), 
but in that case, it is easily seen that they both are Celn. Similarly we 
see that the kernel of d,-(k) at q, is ezn, which is the space VJc(k)). 

We now define the Dirac operator D, , acting on C”(H(2), on S) as 
being the Fourier transform of the operator d,(k). In particular, D,, 
sends C”(H(2), V,), identified with C”(H(2), 0” S+) into 

C”(fv), p-n-1 0 Vl> (I’(k) = c (1 @ *.. @c(k) @ *.* 0 I)). 

Similarly, D, sends C”(H(2), V,,) identified with C”(H(2), 0” S-) 
into Cm(H(2), V+-l @$ VJ(d,-(k) = x (I @ .*. @ k @ ... @ 1)). We 
refer to these operators as D,+ and D,,-. 

4.4. PROPOSITION. The space D1(r,, , ~ 1) consists of solutions to 
the equation D, +u = 0 (n > 0), and the space D2(771 , -1) consists of 
solutions to the equation D,-u = 0. Finally, the space D1(7(, , - 1) 
consists of solutions to of = 0. 

Proof. D1(7, , -1) consists of distributions which are Fourier 
transforms of distributions whose support is in b(C+) and has values 
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in VJk) = Ker cl,,‘(h). By similar reasoning the whole proposition 
follows. 

5. Intertwining Relations for the Dirac Operators D,l+ and D, 

We have 

11,’ : cyH(2), L’,,) --, C”(H(2), r+, 12) C,,). 

Let ud~,, , ~ 1) be the representation of SU(2, 2) which contains 

Dl(T?l T - l), the space of solutions to D,++ -= 0, as invariant subspace. 
Let U,’ be the representation of SU(2, 2) given by restricting the 
representation CjFU(,, to the corresponding subspace of functions with 
values in i 1 ( I;,, p1 @ V,). 

5.1. PROPOSITIOX. Dll+( Cil(~,! , - l)(g)) :: C’,‘(g) 5 D,, ’ for 
g E SU(2, 2). 

Proof. By T,emma 4.2, this relation is true for everv 

which is a maximal parabolic of Sc’(2, 2). Let x be an element of the 
Lie algebra su(2, 2) of SU(2, 2). We define 

(dGl(x)$)(h) (d/dt)( C;(exp tx)+)(h) /(=(, ; 

similarly for dU,‘(x). Then dL,‘,(x) a first order differential operator, 
and the relation in (5.1) is equivalent to (b) D,+ dU1(x) = dU,‘(x)D,;,- 
for every s E ~(2, 2). W e remark that since D,,+ has constant coeffi- 
cients, (b) is equivalent to (c) (D,, !m dU,(x)$)(O) = (dCi’(x)D,L++)(0). 

We know that (c) holds for every element of the Lie algebra of P,, , 
thus we need only check (c) for the elements y _= (I: i) withy y* of 
~1.42, 2). We have 

and a similar formula for dlj,‘(y); in particular, (db’,‘(y)#)(O) z= 0, 
and the relation to be checked is (D,j dU,(y)+)(O) == 0. Let dTn be the 
differential of the representation T~( and g(x) _ dT,( yx) -+ (Tr yx)l, 
as an operator on Y,l . Theng(0) -= 0. If u t H(2), we let (t(u)f)(x) :mm 
(didt)f(x -1 tu)l(..O . Then (dY,( y)+)(x) 2 g(x) . +(x) 4~ (&xyx) .4)(x). 
Let ccl , e, , e2 , e3 be a basis of H(2); then [(xyzc) == x e;(x) &ei) where 
the e,(x)‘s are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2. 
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Since D,, is first order, and g(0) -= 0, 

hence it only depends on the value of 4 at 0. Let us choose 
a, 62 VI(T,, 7 -- 1) such that d,(O) = d(O), which is always possible. 
Since 4, as well as C”,(g)+, f or all g in G arc solutions to D,,-21 _- 0, 
M-C ohI-iously get 

Evidently Proposition 5.1 implies that the space of solutions to 
D, -~- 0 is invariant under the multiplier representation U~(T, , - 1). 
We remark that this proof at the contrary uses the weaker assumption 
that there exists a sufficiently large (d(O) arbitrary in the case of a first 
order differential operator) invariant subspace of solutions, to conclude 
the covariance relation of the operator D,L+. 

In an entirely similar fashion we can of course prove: 

5.2. I'ROPOSITION. Let C;,(g) be the representation of SU(2, 2) 
given b?g restricting lh~~ to the subspace qf functions with values in 
i-( V,, 1 g VI). Then D,,J Liz(7, , - l)(g)) = l!,‘(g) 0 D,,- for all g in 
SU(2, 2). 

6. The IT7aee Operator 

FVe consider here the case of a representation induced from a 
character x(a) . I det a j--L’ = x(a)(det a)-l(det a*)-l of the parabolic 

a t (;L(2, C), where x is an arbitrary character of GL(2, C). If 

g ’ --- (F 2) we have 

(l ;.(,g)f)(,x’) =- X((CX + d)“) ) det(cx -c- d)l ‘.f((ax $- h)(cs --I- d)- ‘). 

1Te also form the representation induced by x(a*)ml 1 det N ‘e2, and get 

By the general theory of intertwining operators, there exists at least 
one intertwining operator between U, and UX’, as indicated in the 
works of (TCding [5], and Kunze and Stein [ 141. We are here interested 
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in the case where the intertwining relation is provided by a differential 
operator. 

6.1. PROPOSITION (M. Kashiwara). Let D be a constant coeficient 
di.erentiaZ operator D: C”(H(2)) -+ Ca(H(2)). If D 0 U,(g) = 

ux+z) 0 Dforg = g( a , a E GL,(2, uI), then D o U,(g) = U,/(g) o D for ) 
all g E G. 

Proof. As in Proposition 5.1, we need only prove 

CD d~xix(4dW) = 0 for 0 0 
Vl 

i 1 v 0’ 
v = v*, 

in 42, 2). We are given that for 

from which we get 

q&4x + xA*)j)(o) = d/&4 + A*)(‘!lf)(O). (6.2) 

Now, since xzlx = &XZI)X + &C(ZXC), we can express the vector field 
~(XVX) as a linear combination of vector fields &Ax + x.&I*), for 
A E gl(2, C). Specifically, 
xvx = 8 C& xi(eiux $ 

let e, , e, , e2 , e3 be a basis of H(2). Then 
xaei) and &XZLV) = -&&a x,[(eivx -I xveJ. 

We assume proved 

[(xvx) = (4. ff [(ep + me&) - 2 ‘I’r XV (6.3) 

which implies 

(D dU,(v)sl)(O) = D((--dx(xv) + 2 Tr(xv) + 5(x~x)M)(O) 

= n i (-dx(ep) I 
t 

+ !,[(epx + me,)) xif (0). 
i=O 

Applying (6.2), this becomes 

to -dx(ep) D(x,f)(O) + 4 dx(eiv + ve,) D(x,f)(O) = 0. 
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To prove (6.3), we introduce the formal adjoint [* of a vector field E, 
i.e., J (<f)(x) g(x) dx = Jf(x)(t*g)(x) dx for f, g E C”, f compactly 
supported. From the relation 

J ,f(asa*) g(x) dx 1 det a 1-4 \ f(x) g(u-‘x(u*)p’) dx, for a E GL(2, C), 

we get that 

t*(Ax + x/l*) = -2(Tr A + ‘I’r A*) - [(Ax + aA*), 

and from 

./‘f(x(--fux + I)-l)g(x) dx = s,(x) det(+tox +- I)-“g(x(tux + 1)-l) d.x, 

z’ E H(2), we get that ~*(x~x) = -4 Tr xw - [(x,x). But [“(xvx) = 
6 C <*(QVX $- xve,)xi , and (6.3) follows. 

From (6.1) and (3.1) we now get 

6.4. PROPOSITION. Let ~(a) = (det n)“(det a// det a 1)” where q is 
any integer. Then 0” intertwines U, and U,, . 

Remark. In the case n = 1, q even, the subspace of = 0 is a 
proper subspace of the principal series representation. In the case 
n -= 1, q odd, 0 is an invertible operator between the principal series 
(in particular, of = 0 has no K-finite solutions). 

7. More about Spin 0 

We specialize to the representations 

( WgVKx) = d4c.x + d)-(m+r)f((ax + b)(cc + d)-l) 

of SU(2, 2), and have, by Proposition 6.2 that alLLrU,(g) = U,(g)ni”, 
for every g in SU(2, 2). It may be of some interest that this relation 
can be proved directly on the group level by observing that since the 
transformation properties are obvious on P,, , we need only consider 

(C,f)(x) = (det x)-“f(-.z-‘). 

We write C,, = (l/d’“)C, , d = det x, and we let 
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Then elementary calculations show that 

DC,, = (I/d’) c,,n -~~ 4C”dK 

KC,, = -CC,,K 

Cod” = dp?‘C 

[an, d] L 4(n -; 

From this it is easy to get an induction going, to conclude that 

from which the relation follows. A priori, there is a discontinuity at 
d := 0. We shall see that in the applications we are going to make, 
this does not appear. 

Now recall that 

! exp(i Tr(z - w*)k) det kU dk = K, det((z - ~*)/2i))“-’ 
c-+ 

for 01 > - 1 where K, is a generic constant. 

7.2. LEMMA. ;II~ det(x - w*)-r = 4(’ - 1)~ det(x - z~*)-lfo~ 
all r in R. 

Proof. This is easily proved directly. However, it also follows 
from the preceding formula, by analytic continuation. From this we 
conclude that there are constants c, such that 

0,” det((x - ZLJ*)/~~)-~ 

-2 c, det((x - ~*)/2i)-~-“, for n in N. (7.3) 

To justify the use of the relation (7.1) which we are going to make, we 
observe that we have 
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7.4. LEMMA. For n > 0, the function c#,,,: G --f C given by (for w E D) 

= (det d)” det(b - w*d)-” 

is C” on G, and belongs to the space 

%(--n) 

I 

4; Ca functions G -P C, such that 

Moreover, c#KJu(~)) = det(x: - ZD*))~. 

For n in Z, we consider the space 

i” i d+(n) = i ;I c,(det(x - wi*)/2i)-(” t2), 

which, by Lemma 1.2, is an invariant subspace of the principal series 
representation U, , and consists of boundary values of holomorphic 
functions on D. 

For n > 0, d+(n) consists of functions whose Fourier transforms 
are functions supported by the forward light cone; and we know (III) 
that we can complete d+(n) to a Hilbert space D,+ of distributions on 
Minkowski space in which U, extends to a unitary representation. 

For any n, we consider 

27(n) =: 4; Cm functions G ----f @, such that 

+(gp) -= (det a*)2+n 4(g), for p = 

and the map I: V(n) + C”(H(2)) given by 

twG4 = #44). 

Lemma 7.2 and (7.3) then prove 
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7.5. PROPOSITION. Let n 3 0. Then x2+(n) is contained in the image 
lIlfVf(-n)). 

Similarly we consider 

I ,Fg 
d-(n) = 

i 
c ci det((x - w.),Zi)-(+i”( = d+(n). 

i=l 

d-(n) is an invariant subspace of the principal series representation 
u and 
o,“b. 

consists of boundary values of antiholomorphic functions 

For n 3 0, d-(n) consists of functions whose Fourier transforms 
are supported by the backward light cone. Similarly, we can complete 
&p(n) to a Hilbert space D,- of distributions on Minkowski space, and 
U, extends to a unitary representation in this space, and z&(n) is also 
contained in the image of m”(IV( -n)). 

We denote by P--n) the subset of functions # in I(%?-n)) for 
which O”+ E d+(n). 0” is then a surjective map from 3!I’-(--n) to 
d+(n). Similarly we let S--(-n) be the subset of functions + in 
I(??-n)) for which On+ E C&(n). We let 9-n) =I 14 E I(+?---n)), 
such that q “+ = O}. Th e relation ‘J’“CrCw(g) 1 I/,(g) 0’” proves that 
9(-n), W( -n), and .a--( -n) arc invariant subspaces for the 
representation K, . 

We also consider .& :-(-n) and ~&p’(-n) for n >, 0, and observe 
that for n < --2, &‘+(n) y -&( n , and in this case the spaces consists ) 
of polynomial functions on H(2) of bounded degree (A@‘+( -2) -7 
ti-(-2) = C), h ence they are finite dimensional subspaces of the 

&-l-n)’ 
\ 

/J?+ C-n) 

\ /f 
9 C-n) 
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representation l,‘--,, . We put &-TZ) = &+(-n) @ .&( -TZ). For 
n 3 I, vve have the following diagram of inclusions of invariant 
subspaces under the representation C’_,, (see Fig. 1). (For more 
detailed information on the composition series of this representation 
see [21].) 

If (b E C”(H(2)) wc write [4], for the equivalence class containing 4; 
equivalence being modulo solutions to n:f = 0, i.e., 

[d& -= 0 if and only if q %$ = 0. 

‘h map 4 - [+I, is a surjection of g+(-n) onto .S+(-ti>;,Y(-n); 
we maintain the notation IT ,, for the representation obtained on this 
quotient. 

We can then conclude: 

7.6. PROPOSITIOIK. If 4 E .+(-a), then 

Since, for n 2 0, sU gives an isomorphism between S+( -n) IY( -n) 
and .,G?‘+(Tz), we can turn the space [99+(-n)] of equivalence classes of 
functions modulo i~~~%$ = 0, into a pre-Hilbert space, in which T’,, 
will act unitarily, by setting 

We observe that Lemma 7.3 shows that we can take a section of the 
map LI;“: .%7+(-n) - .d(n) b> 

& det((.v - wL*):2;) czLn) -f i ci det((.t --- w,*)~~z’)-“. 

So if 56’ is the linear span of the functions det((.v - zui*)‘2i)-“, 
which are the Fourier transforms of the functions fLui -= eciTrkT*i* in 
IJ2(C+), then 9’ is dense in [.Z+(~-TZ)], and we have for F,,.‘(x) ~-- 
det((x -- wi*),‘2i)- 2: 

jSO/24/1-f 
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So, for all functions $,#J’ in 9, we have 

([Cl, [$‘I> = I,,, cc- 0)” 444) d’(x) dx. 

We finally remark that the different powers of the multiplier in the 
Urn’s are in direct correspondence with the different weightings of the 
spin 0, mass m representations of the PoincarC group in the given 
direct integrals. 

8. More about Spin 8 

We consider here the representations 

(1;:(~, a)(g)f)(x) = T(CX $ d)-l det(c.z L d)-(E+z)f((ax + b)(cx + d)-l), 

( U,JT, ~)(~).f)(x) =- T(C.Z” + d)* det(ch: -k d)-ca+3)j((ax + b)(cx + d)-I). 

We let era , 0r , o2 , ~a be the basis of H(2) given by the Pauli matrices, 
= (i y), gI = (t j), u2 = (y i), (TV = ((i i) Then, D,- :.= 

!&o:i(a/8xi); D,+ = c(D,-) = CT,(~/&,) - &, ai(a,i&,), and by 
Proposition (5.11) and (5.2) 

n,+q7, -1) = U3(7, o)D,+, 

D1-U,(T, -1) = U,(T, O)D,-. 

We will now show that we get the same picture as for spin 0, but in 
order to do so, we shall have to take the following simple relations for 
granted. We keep the notation of paragraph 7, extending it in an 
obvious way (e.g., 

Then, for HE H(2) 

D,-HC,, = 4C,, + d-k(H) COD,-, 

D,+c(H)C, = 4C,, + d-lHC,D,+, 

[Dl-, d”] = 2nc(H) d+-l, 

[D,‘, d”] = 2nHdn-1, 

Kl, c(H)] = 2%, 
[a, H] x 2DlL, 

[K c(H)1 = c(H), 
F, HI = H, 
Dl+C, = -d-T,D,- + 2d-IHKC, , 

D,-C, = -dd-T,D,+ -t 2d-k(H) KC,, . 
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8.1. LEMMA. For n >, 0, 

Proof. We will only prove the latter, since the two casts are 
entirely similar. We take n = 0: 

Dl+d~%(H)C,, = d-‘D,+c(H)C, + [D,+, d-‘1 c(H)C,, 

= d-“(4C, -1 d-lHCODI+) - 4Hc(H) d-3C,, 

: d-3HC,D,-t. 

We will now assume that the relation holds true up to n and compute 

0” I’D, :md” k1 “c(H)C,, 

= .lz -‘(dD,‘-d%(H)C,, + 2Hd”p2c(H)C,) 

== d~(&n-3HCO~nD1+) I [4(n + 2)(n + 1) 0” + 4(n -- I) Knn] 

x D, idTzp2c(H)C, f 21;7~~“d’l T,, 

= d- ‘“~“aHC,anD,~ 

:-- d-4@ + 3) d-n--aK -‘; 4(n $ 3)(n + 2) dpT’--a) HC,,r,nDl 

+ [4(n + 2)(n $- 1) + 4(n -I- I)K][d~n-3HC,j~tLD, ‘1 

.i. 7&n-3Co~J?li 1 

= d~“~~“H(d-2CO~ - 4C,,dK) nnD,+ 

-\- 2d~‘~“(-d-T& + 2d-lHKC,,) q ?lD, ! 

- 4(n + 3) d-“-3KHC,,~nD,+ -t 4(n + 2)(n + 3) d-71. 3HC,,cjrLDI+ 

+ 4(n -+ 2)(n + 1) d-n-3HC0~‘LD, ‘m 

‘- 4(n + 1) Kd-“-3HC,n”D,-‘- + 2dFn~3Cgnnal 

: ~lk”~~HC~u~‘~l)~+ + 4d-n-3HKC,mnD,+ + 4d-?~-3HKC,~?‘D,’ 
- 402 A- 3) d-tzp3HCOnnDlt - 4(n + 3) d-“-3HKCOmnDl’- 

+ 4(n + 2)(n mt 3) d-“-3HC,,n”D, L 

-t 4(n -j- 2)(n A- 1) d~TL~3HC,,nT‘D,‘- 

- 8(n $- I)(n + 3) dpn-3HC,,nnD,‘m + 4(n + 1) d-)“p3HC,,‘-l’lD,- 

-i 4(n + 1) d-n--3HKCOnrtD,’ 

=: d- 7’ 4ffC,,0?1+1& I-. 
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,Ys in the case of spin 0, once we kno\v a relation is true for R E I’,, 
(and in the following case we do, bv I,emma 4.5), then it needs onI\ 
be checked at the element 

0 I\ 

i---l ~- ---I 0 ~4 

which is the element corresponding to conformal inversion, since it, 
together with P,, generate So’(2, 2). Rut, if we let 

we have 

and Lemma 8.1 is easily seen exactly to bc this remaining verification 
in order to have proved the 

8.2. PROPOSITION. Let 

Then, ,for n zc 0, 

(V 211+1 [:(T, - 1 _._ 11) q [.(T, .)(yy 4-I. 

Now we recall the formulas: (111.3.1, 111.5.5). For oi -~~ 1 

i 
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In order to study quotients of representations, we need the following 
simple facts: 

8.3. I,EMMA. For z’ E c2, w E D, 

relations which follow, for example, (by analytic continuation) from the 
preceding relations. 

\T?e will describe similar to the case of spin 0 some subspaces of 
the P-functions on H(2) with values in S = Sf @ S-. We recall 
that C, ~- @e, @ @e? is identified via v ---f vi to S+(V -+ E to S-). We 
introduce, for z’~ ,..., 72, E VI , wI ,..., w, E D, 

,a!(~‘, n) /i det((x - ZU,*)/~~)~~“+~)((X - w,“),‘2i)-1 . v?--/ 

c C”(H(2), s+), 

cd(~-, n) = ) t det((x - wi*)/2i)-‘n+3)((s - w,*)/2i) . vi-f 
z 1 

c C’yH(2), s-), 

and c&(S’, n) = &(T+, n) @ &(T-, n). For n > 0, &‘(A’, n) consists 
of functions whose Fourier transforms are functions supported in the 
forward lightcone C+. 

We introduce 

Z(T+) = 1 ,c det((x - w~*)/~z’)-~ zlii- 
,a-1 

S?(T-) = g det((x - ~~*)/2i)-~ vi- C P(H(2), S-) 
i=l 1 

and z(S) = P(T+) @ z(T-). Using the relation pzlLcl = POP& and 
Lemma 8.3, we see that pRiQn+l is a surjective map of 5?(S) onto 
d(S, n). 

We consider the principal series representations U(T, -1 - a) (or 
c(T, n)), acting on the subspaces V?(S, --I - n), (or Y(S, n)) of 
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P-functions on H(2) with values in S that can be extended as C” 
sections of the corresponding line bundle over G:‘P. 

We know that &‘(S, n) C %Y(S, ) n an is an invariant subspace under d 
the representation U(7, TZ). Furthermore, for n > 0, .d(S, n) can be 
provided with the structure of a pre-Hilbert space in which U(T, n) 
acts unitarily. 

We introduce g(S, - 1 n) C %‘(S, -~ I - n) to be the subspacc of 
functions + E +Y(S, - 1 -- n) such that vzJ!+~i$ E AY(S, n); it is clearly 
an invariant subspace of %(S, ---1 ~. n) under the representation 
U(T, - 1 n). Similar to the case of spin 0, the space Y(S) is 
contained, for n > 0, in .8(S, ---1 --- n), providing a section of the 
surjective map 

p’~1: .%ys, --l ~- 77) l T/(&Y, n). 

The space 5?(S) is composed of functions whose Fourier transforms 
are in La(P). 

Also we introduce Y(S, 1 --- n) = [$ E Y(;(s, -- 1 - n), such that 
~~~~;i+ 1 01 and .Y(S, I ~- n) is an invariant subspacc of 
??(A’, - 1 ~- TZ) under the representation U(T, - 1 - n). 

Similarly we have 

.d(S, - 1 -- n) c .‘;/‘(S, ~ 1 - 12) c Lqs, - 1 - n) c %(S, 1 a) 

as a sequence of inclusion of invariant subspaces under the representa- 
tion C:(T, - I -- n). Similarly, if n > 2, we see that .d(S, -1 -.-- n) is 
composed of polynomial functions on 11(2) of bounded degree; hence 
is a finite dimensional subspace of U(T, -~ 1 - n). 

We denote by [4]an ‘I the class of $J modulo p2*+lf _: 0; the map 
+ --f [+]a,, ~1 is a surjective map from -3(S, - 1 - n) onto 

.qs, -1 -- n),‘.Y(S, ---I II). 

We still denote by U(T, -- 1 ~ n) the corresponding representation of 
the group U(2,2) on this composition factor. 

Clearly RfZni-i gives an isomorphism of [&(S, ~ 1 ~~~ IL)]~,,~, onto 
d(S, n), so [&(S, ~- 1 -- ?z)]2n+l inherits the structure of a pre- 
Hilbert space, in which the representation U(T, -- 1 ~- IZ) will act 
unitarily. 

Vl. THE HARMONIC REPRESENTATION 

We consider the group G C GL(@“) C GL(tP). I,et p,, be the 
hermitian form on @r =- V as in (1.2.1) and define a symmetric 
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bilinear (real) form B on V = Iw8 by B = ImpU . Then, since an 
element of G leaves p, stable, this determines an imbedding of G into 
Sp(B), where Sp(B) is the symplectic group of transformations of !R8 
leaving the form B stable. We can then define the metaplectic repre- 
sentation of Sp(B) inL2([W4) an d restrict this representation (projective) 
to G. We will study this restriction R. 

We consider the Heisenberg group N with Lie algebra q = Y @ [WE, 
where we have defined the Lie bracket by [c, ZI’] = -2B(u, v’)E 
(E is a basis of the one-dimensional center LWE of 7). We consider 
Vi = 0, + Ce, , V, == @e, + Ce, . Both Vi and V, are totally 
isotropic for the form B. If zli = ~iei + a2e2 E Vi and u2 = Piea i-m 

PPe4 E v2 Im P& , u2) = Re(c& -C CX&$). We will identify Vi and 
V,with C2 by ui = (01~ , c& u2 = (/3r , ,&), and we write (ui , uz> = 
CX& -1 CX& . There exist a unique irreducible unitary representation 
T of N having restriction T(exp tE) = eil Id to the center exp IWE of N. 
We can realize T as acting in L2(C2) as follows: 

(T(exp ui)f)(u) = edeiRe (U’U1’f(u), UlE I-1, 

(W2)f)W ="f(u - u2), U?E v,, 

The group G acts as a group of automorphisms of N by 

g . (exp(u + tE) = exp(g . u + tE), UE I-, ttz[W. 

Since G leaves the center of N stable, the representation T,(n) = 

T(g-l . a) is unitarily equivalent to T (theorem of Stone, Van 
Neumann). Hence there exists, for each g E G a unitary operator R(g) 
defined up to a scalar of modulus one such that R(g) T(n) R(g)-l = 
T(g . n), and this defines a projective representation of G. Actually 
the following choices of R(g) determines a representation of U(2, 2) 
[7(a)]: If a E GL(2, C), 

If X” E N(2), 

If 

vw~)V)(~) = &t n f(u*u). 

(R(u(.~~))f)(u) = e-i(zOusu’f(u). 

(R(u)f)(u) = (- 119) J’ exp(-2i Re(u, n>) f(u) dv. 
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We consider 

Then Zn is stable under the representation R, and we denote by R, 
the restriction of R to 9, . We have L,(C) -= 0, 25% . 

The character g i--t det g is a unitary character of U(2, 2) which is 
trivial on SU(2, 2). W e consider a(g) == (det g)-lR(g). 17 and R 
coincides on SU(2, 2); and we define w,, to be the restriction of R to 
9 II - 

1.1. PROPOSITION. If n >, 0 the representations R, and 1;(~, , -1) 
are equivalent. If n < 0, the representations 8,, and T2(7,, , -1) are 
equivalent. 

Proof. Let u = urer !- u2e2 E @‘; we form the 2 x 2 complex 
matrix 

and have Tr(M(u) M(v)*) = (u, v>. Also, if g E GL(2, E), M(gu) = 
gM(u). We define 

We remark that b(u) = b(u’) if and only if u’ = eisu for some 8 E R; 
we have b(g * u) = gb(u)g*. As dm(k) is the unique semi-invariant 
measure on b(C+) under the transformations k N g/zg* of GL(2, e), it 
follows that up to a positive scalar j’cz $(b(u)) du = Jbtc+) 4(k) dm(k) 
for any continuous compactly supported function (b on b(C+). At the 
point b(u) = M(u) M(u)* b e one-dimensional subspace Vn(b(u)) is 
spanned by the vector 

~nww . ellZ = (u,e, + u2e2)n 

(as -r,(M(u)*) * V,, = e,“). 
If 4 E z? , n >, 0, we define 

(G)(u) =4(u) T&W~)) . eln = +(4(wl -k u2e2>". 

Then (I$)(ueie) = (I+)(u), so we can define (I+)(M(u) M(u*)) = 
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M@N = TW%Lww * eln as a function on b(C+) with values in the 
one-dimensional subspaces 7,(6(u)) * V,, . We have 

(T,(J@~) qn, T,WW) elY = (T,(W)* JW) e,“, 5%) 
= (I u1 I2 + 1 u2 /2)fz =- Tr(b(u))“; 

also 

So I defines a unitary isomorphism between 9% and L,+(r, , - 1). We 
will prove that this map intertwines the representation p’(~~ , - 1) 
with the representation RIi, . It follows from the formulas (IV.3.2) 
that 1 intertwines the operators coming from the maximal parabolic 
group P. We need then only check the action of 

(JE ---, 
i 

0 1 

I 1 -1 0 

We define, if w E D, f E V, , the functions 

qw, f)(k) z= e-iTI‘ IC*L‘*Tn(k) * f. 

The collection of functions @(w,f) is a dense set of functions in 

Ll+(7, Y -1) (IV.1.3), and by (IV.1.2) we have 

@w, f)(z) = det((z - w*)/2i)-l ~~((.z - z0*)/2i) *f 

= R1(7n 1 -l)(.% w) *f. 

A particular case of the relation (1.5.6) becomes 

Td7n , --l)(go) &%f) = &go . w, (JdTn , -lk?cl ,4)*-l 3, (1.2) 

where J1(7, , - l>(go , w) = det(c,w + d,) T,(C~W + do). 
We will then use the following idea: although the operator 

mn 2 -I)(D) acting on L1+(~, , -1) is not easily expressed, never- 
theless its action on a dense set of special functions is given by the 
explicit formula (1.2). We have 

@(w f)vw4 M(u)*) 
= exp(--i Tr(M(u) M(u)* w*)) T&U’(U)) . Q-%(&?(U)*) *f. 
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- e-i(“,w-u> Tn(M(u)*) *f. so I(#(w, f )) = 

To prove our proposition, it remains only to check that if 

U’= 

i.e., 

R(a) $(zu, f) = (- l)“(det z~‘*)-l $(--w-l, T~(zu*)-~ *f), 

(-l/.rr2) Je, exp(-2i R e ( u, v)) exp(--i(w%, v)) T~(M(~)* * f) du 

= (- 1)” det(w*)-l exp(i((w*)-lu, u)) T,(M(u)*) * a,-l *.f. 

As both sides are antiholomorphic functions of w in D it is enough 
to check this relation for w = iy, i.e., 

J’ exp(-2i Re(u, 71)) e-<~~~“>T,(M(~))* *fdv 
c2 

= $(---i)“(det y)-1 e~(l~-~~*~)~,(M(u)*) . 7,(1,.)-l qf. (1.3) 

We have for n = 0, y = id, that this relation is true since 

J exp(--zi Re(u, a>) e-<z.u) & = $e-(usuj 
c? 

Applying the operator (a;‘&Q(q&,)j to both sides, we get the 
relation (1.3) for f = e,‘e,j in Vi+j (since T,(M(U)*) . eIieJ m= 
(~~>i(Qj eIn) and y == id), 

i exp(-2i Re(u, vi) e-(2’~t)~n(M(v))*fdv 
* a? 

= T+iy e.--(U%n(M(U)*) .f. (1.4) 

Changing u to g . 71 in the integral (1.4), g E GL(2, C), we get the 
relation (1.3) for y = g*g. 

Similarly, the one-dimensional subspace vJc(b(u))) is spanned by 
c(M(u)*) . e2rL = (-Zi2el j- UleJn. We define for 95 E Z, (n ‘_- 0) 

(I+)(u) = 4(u) ~~(c(M(u))*) . oz7L =- 4(u)(-&e, + iIle2)Ts. 

This gives an isomorphism of Z,, onto I$+ which intertwines I?, and 
~2(7n , - 1). 
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